
     

Fundamental Movement Skills  
Children in Year 1 should develop fundamental movement skills, becoming increasingly more con�dent 
and competent in a range of gross movement skills such as Running, Jumping, Throwing, Catching, 
Bouncing, Kicking and Striking. 

Run at different speeds 

Move along basic pathways, e.g. 
Straight Line, in a curve etc.  

Move safely and in space.  

Run at different speeds, recognising 
the difference between walking, 
jogging and sprinting 

Move along a range of different 
pathways 

All children in Year 1 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  

Run at different speeds selecting the 
appropriate seed for that activity 

Move along a wide range of pathways at 
different speeds and will be able to think of 
their own pathways 

Some children will be able to;  

Running 

Begin to use the correct technique 
for jumping as high and as far as 
they can 

Explore different types of jumps 

Land Safely 

Make a simple sequence of jumps

Jump as high and as far as possible 
using the correct techniques 

Use different ways of jumping 

Land Safely, with control 

Create a sequence of jumps and 
show it to a partner.  

All children in Year 1 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  

Use the correct technique for jumping for 
height and distance improving their 
performance 

Jump from a standing position with 
accuracy and control 

Land safely with control and technique 

Create and improve a sequence of jumps, 
acting on feedback.

Some children will be able to;  

Jumping 

Roll a ball 

Use a simple underarm throw 

Move along basic pathways, 
e.g. Straight Line, in a curve etc.  

Use a simple overarm throw 

Use an underarm sling 

Throw a ball into a hoop 

All children in Year 1 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  

Roll a ball or a quoit along a line to a target 
with speed and control 

Use an extended arm overarm throw 

Use a sideways quoit throw 

Throw a ball at, or over a target

Some children will be able to;  

Throwing

Roll a ball and pick it up as it slows 
down 

Catch a ball with two hands 

Roll a ball along a line or to a 
target and pick it up as it slows 
down. 

Catch a ball thrown by a 
partner, with two hands 

All children in Year 1 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  

Roll a ball or a quoit along a line or to a 
target with speed and control, then track it 
and stop it with two hands  

Catch a ball with one hand.  

Clap, or turn before catching a ball.  

Some children will be able to;  

Catching 

Drop and catch a ball with two 
hands  

Push or pat the ball in a down-
wards motion 

Catch the ball with two hands 
consistently after dropping the 
ball.  

Show repetition in bouncing   

Bounce along a pathway 

All children in Year 1 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  
Bounce using 1 hand 

Bounce the ball to a partner with accuracy.  

Some children will be able to;  

Bouncing
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Use different parts of the foot to 
control and move with the ball 

Propel the ball forwards using a 
simple technique 

Move along basic pathways, e.g. 
Straight Line, in a curve etc. whilst 
dribbling the ball.  

Run at different speeds, recognising 
the difference between walking, 
jogging and sprinting 

Move along a range of different 
pathways 

All children in Year 1 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  

Run at different speeds selecting the 
appropriate seed for that activity 

Move along a wide range of pathways at 
different speeds and will be able to think of 
their own pathways 

Some children will be able to;  

Roll a ball and stop it with a bat or 
racquet as it slows down 

Balance a ball on a bat or racquet 
whilst standing still 

Roll a ball along a line or to a target 
hit it with a bat or racquet as it slows 
down 

Balance a ball on a bat or racquet 
whilst following a pathway 

All children in Year 1 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  

Roll a ball or a quoit along a line or to a 
target with speed and control, then hit it 
with confidence 

Hit a ball that is sitting on top of a tee.  

Hit a moving ball, passed by a partner 

Some children will be able to;  

Travel in at least two different ways 
e.g. running and side stepping.  

Stop travelling to change direction 

Begin to travel with a ball 

Pass a ball to another player over a 
short distance.  

Travel forwards, backwards and 
sideways 

Change direction when travelling 

Travel with a ball using their feet and 
hands 

Change direction while travelling with 
a ball 

Use their feet to pass to another 
player 

Pass the ball quickly whilst in a game 
situation 

Travel with and pass a ball to another 
player to score points in a game.

All children in Year 1 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  

Travel in different ways with control in 
order to get a useful space.  

Select the most appropriate way of 
travelling for the context of the game 

Keep good control of a ball while travelling 
with it. 

Pass the ball quickly and accurately to 
another player 

Make quick decisions about which player 
to pass to.   

Some children will be able to;  

Striking 

** should be incorporated in all activities **  
Children develop Agility,Balance and Coordination 
and start to use these in a range of activities.  

Physical Education Progression of Skills, 
Competencies and Knowledge  

Play in competitive team sports, developing 
attacking and defending principles 

Kicking 

“The bodies ability to change 
direction quickly whilst remaining in 
control and balanced” e.g. Running 
whilst changing direction (5:10:5 
agility challenge in school assess-
ment protocol) 

“An even distribution of weight 
enabling someone or something to 
remain upright and steady” e.g. 
Landing with control (Broad Jump 
challenge in school assessment 
protocol) 

“The ability to move two or more 
body parts under control, smoothly 
and efficiently” e.g. developed in 
every activity.  

Balance CoordinationAgility

Year 1
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Move freely to music 

Dance in the wider space 

Move fast or slow 

Move high or low 

Move an object 

Make different shapes, at 
different levels 

Copy Movements 

Work on their own 

Use expressions to communicate 
feelings.  

Make a shape hold it and move about 
it in that shape 

Dance in their personal space and the 
wider space 

Dance (or pretend to dance) with an 
object to communicate an idea 

Move to the rhythm of the music 

Perform basic actions like turning, 
rolling, jumping, travelling, making a 
shape and holding it.  

Mirror movements 

Perform a Canon 

Perform in unison 

Change between fast and slow 
movements 

Remember simple movement 
patterns 

All children in Year 1 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  

With a partner Dance (or pretend to dance) 
with an object to communicate an idea 

Move at high, medium and low levels 

Move at fast, slow and intermediate 
speeds. 

Reverse their pathway 

Improvise different ideas 

Lead a group in movement in response to 
stimuli 

Move smoothly between basic actions and 
movement patterns. 

Some children will be able to;  

Physical Education Progression of Skills, 
Competencies and Knowledge  

Dance with simple movement patterns 
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Fundamental Movement Skills  
Children in Year 2 should develop fundamental movement skills, becoming increasingly more con�dent 
and competent in a range of gross movement skills such as Running, Jumping, Throwing, Catching, 
Bouncing, Kicking and Striking, developing on the skills acquired in Year 1 

Run at different speeds 

Move along basic pathways, e.g. 
Straight Line, in a curve etc.  

Move along more complex 
pathways.  

Move safely and in space.  

Run at different speeds, recognising 
the difference between walking, 
jogging and sprinting 

Move along a range of different 
pathways 

All children in Year 2 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  

Run at different speeds selecting the 
appropriate seed for that activity 

Move along a wide range of pathways at 
different speeds and will be able to think of 
their own pathways 

Run along a line 

Some children will be able to;  

Running 

Begin to use the correct technique 
for jumping as high and as far as 
they can 

Explore different types of jumps 

Land Safely 

Make a simple sequence of jumps

Jump as high and as far as possible 
using the correct techniques 

Use different ways of jumping 

Land Safely, with control 

Create a sequence of jumps and 
show it to a partner.  

To be able to jump and display 
different, basic shapes whilst in the 
air.  

All children in Year 2 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  

Use the correct technique for jumping for 
height and distance improving their 
performance 

Jump from a standing position with 
accuracy and control 

Land safely with control and technique 

Create and improve a sequence of jumps, 
acting on feedback. 

Some children will be able to;  

Jumping 

Roll a ball 

Use a simple underarm throw 

Move along basic pathways, eg 
Straight Line, in a curve etc.  

Remain in balance when throwing 

Use an opposition overarm 
throw 

Bounce a ball when moving 

Pitch a quoit sideways 

All children in Year 1 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  

Step forward into an opposition overarm 
throw 

Throw an oval ball 

Some children will be able to;  

Throwing

Roll a ball and pick it up as it slows 
down 

Catch a ball with two hands 

Remain in balance when catching 

Stop a rolling ball with two 
hands.  

Jump to catch a ball 

Get into a position to catch a 
ball 

Catch a ball thrown by a 
partner, with two hands 

All children in Year 2 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  

Stop a rolling ball or quoit with one hand  

Step forward as they catch a quoit 
sideways 

Catch an oval ball

Some children will be able to;  

Catching 

Physical Education Progression of Skills, 
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Use different parts of the foot to 
control and move with the ball 

Propel the ball forwards using a 
simple technique 

Move along basic pathways, e.g. 
Straight Line, in a curve etc. whilst 
dribbling the ball.  

Use a simple technique to kick the 
ball forwards  

Use simple dribbling techniques to 
travel with the ball 

Kick a ball into a goal or target 

All children in Year 2 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  

Kick a ball along a line to a target with 
speed and control 

Use a simple (toe poke) and more 
complete (side of foot) technique to kick 
the ball 

Kick a ball at, or into a target with increas-
ing consistency 

Some children will be able to;  

Roll a ball and stop it with a bat or 
racquet as it slows down 

Balance a ball on a bat or racquet 
whilst standing still 

Roll a ball along a line or to a target 
hit it with a bat or racquet as it slows 
down 

Balance a ball on a bat or racquet 
whilst following a pathway 

All children in Year 2 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  

Roll a ball or a quoit along a line or to a 
target with speed and control, then hit it 
with confidence 

Hit a ball that is sitting on top of a tee.  

Hit a moving ball, passed by a partner 

Some children will be able to;  

Striking 

** should be incorporated in all activities **  
Children develop Agility, Balance and Coordination 
and start to use these in a range of activities.  

Physical Education Progression of Skills, 
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Kicking 

Children will be able to dodge
 
Children should be able to dodge, 
on one leg 

Children should remain in balance 
when throwing, catching, kicking, 
jumping/landing and when being 
pushed.  

Children should be able to keep their 
balance on one leg 

Children should be able to dodge, on 
one leg 

Children should be able to walk 
along a line 

Balance CoordinationAgility

Drop and catch a ball with two 
hands  

Push or pat the ball in a down-
wards motion 

Bounce a ball when moving 

All children in Year 2 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  
Bounce using 1 hand 

Bounce a ball with control, changing hands

Some children will be able to;  

Bouncing
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Begin to use the terms attacking 
and defending 

Throw and Catch a ball with a 
partner using different techniques 

Kick a ball whilst moving 

Pass a ball in different ways  

Begin to use throwing, catching 
and kicking skills in a game with 
some success 

Use at least one technique to 
attack, such as dodging to play a 
game with some success 

Begin to choose and use the best 
space in a game 

Perform learnt skills with some 
control 

Understand the importance of 
rules and follow them in simple 
games.  

Begin to work as part of a team.  

Begin to understand the terms 
attacking and defending 

Throw and catch a ball with a partner 
using different techniques and begin 
to choose the best pass to use in a 
game. 

Kick a ball, using the correct 
techniques whilst moving with some 
control and fluency 

Pass a ball in different ways using the 
correct technique in a game with 
increasing accuracy, confidence and 
success.  

Begin to apply these skills in games 
successfully, including dodging and 
marking.  

All children in Year 2 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  

Explain the terms attacking and defending 

Throw and Catch a ball with a partner 
using different techniques and demon-
strate the best pass to make in a game.  

Kick a ball whilst moving including chang-
ing direction and speed with control and 
confidence 

Pass a ball in different ways over a range 
of distances, demonstrating control and 
accuracy 

Confidently use throwing, catching, kicking 
skills in a game with control and accuracy 

Perform learnt skills with good control 

Consistently apply a range of attacking and 
defending skills in a game successfully.  

Use space well to pass and receive a ball 

Know how to make or deny space in a 
game when attacking and defending 

Follow more complex rules in games and 
explain the importance of having them 

Work effectively as part of a team.  

Some children will be able to;  

Play in competitive team sports, developing 
attacking and defending principles 

Copy and Repeat some move-
ments to form a simple motif 

Perform some actions in unison 
and canon 

Copy the movements and body 
shapes to represent feelings and 
actions 

Copy the movements of peers 

Move their body with some 
control 

Combine given movements to 
make a dance.  

Show awareness of the music by 
making appropriate body 
movements and shapes 

Copy movements and actions to 
tell a story 

Answer questions about their 
performance 

Copy the movements of others 
to represent different parts of a 
story and perform them in 
unison with a partner 

Perform a whole dance with 
prompting 

Use and remember their own 
movements as part of a motif 

Perform a range of actions in unison 
and canon 

Use different movements and body 
shapes to represent feelings and 
actions 

Evaluate the performance of others 
giving praise and suggestions for 
improvement 

Work cooperatively in a group 

Perform a range of movements at 
different speeds or levels showing 
good control 

Use movements from previous 
learning 

Perform a range of movements in 
time with the music 

Create and remember suitable 
movements as part of a story 

Evaluate and talk about their own 
performance.  

Use a mixture of unison and canon to 
tell a story 

Remember the structure of a whole 
dance and perform independently  

All children in Year 2 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  

Create a range of suitable movements and 
remember to perform these in both canon 
and unison as part of a motif.  

Adapt their motif to include changes of 
level and add appropriate facial expres-
sions 

Demonstrate a wide variety of movements 
and body shapes 

Give detailed evaluation of their own 
performance  

Suggest how their group might adapt their 
movements  

Create clear body shapes and controlled 
movements 

Use a variety of movements to create an 
imaginative dance.  

Perform and transition between a range of 
body movements and shapes showing 
good awareness of timing when perform-
ing to music.  

Adapt and improve movements and facial 
expressions when appropriate 

Clearly explain the structure of a whole 
dance and perform it confidently.

Children should also be able to explain 
why their bodies feel different after 
exercise 

Some children will be able to;  

Dance with simple movement patterns 



     

Fundamental Movement Skills  
Children in Year 3-6 should attempt to master basic fundamental movement skills, such as running, jumping 
throwing and catching. Children in Key Stage 2 should look to develop the skills learnt in Key Stage 1 and should 
also look at using these skills in di�ering contexts to meet the needs of di�erent sports, games and activities.  

Look where you are running/Scan for spaces if 
required 

Use your arms to help you balance, and drive you 
forwards.  

Keep your hands and shoulders relaxed 

Check your posture, keep your back straight.  

Arms move up and down, not across your body.  

Small quick steps to build speed 

Drive your knees high  

Elongate the stride to maintain speed 

Provide Children with lots of 
opportunities to practice 
through a wide and varied 
curriculum, technique of 
running can be developed 
easily during Athletic activities 
but shouldn’t be ignored in 
activities such as Football, 
Rugby, Hockey, Gymnastics, 
Cricket etc.  

Provide Children with lots of opportunities to practice through a wide and varied curriculum, technique of jumping is 
most easily taught during athletic events and gymnastics. However, there are lots of other opportunities that should not 

be missed, e.g. Jumping to save or head a ball in football. Jump shots in Basketball, dodging in dodgeball etc.  

Provide Children with lots of opportunities to practice through a wide and varied curriculum. Opportunities to
 practice Throwing techniques include, but are not exclusive to, Netball, Basketball, Rugby, Cricket, Rounders, 

Athletics and  Dodgeball.  

Most of the children should be able to;  

Mastering Running 

Take off  

Flight  

Landing  

Jumping should be broken 
down into three successive phases: 

Two-foot take-off to a one-foot landing 

Two-foot take-off to a two-foot landing 

One-foot take-off to a landing on the same 
foot (hop) 

One-foot take-off to a landing on the other 
foot (leap) 

One-foot take-off to a two-foot landing

Mastering Jumping 

Physical Education Progression of Skills, 
Competencies and Knowledge  Year 3

Stand straight upright, ball in your throwing hand, facing 
your target. 

If you are throwing with your right hand, turn sideways 90 
degrees to your right (reposition your feet so you are 
standing sideways to your target). 

If you are throwing with your left hand, turn sideways 90 
degrees to your left (reposition your feet so you are stand-
ing sideways to your target). 

Make sure your feet are shoulder-width apart. 

Basic Key Points for Throwing 

Lift your non-throwing arm to “point” at your target and 
shift your weight to your back foot. 

Lift your throwing hand so the ball is near your ear (right 
ear if you are throwing with your right hand, left ear if you 
are throwing with your left hand). 

You are ready to throw. 

In one motion, shift your weight to your front foot, drop 
your pointing arm, and twist your torso as you bring your 
throwing arm over your shoulder to release the ball at your 
target.

Mastering Throwing 

There are �ve basic fundamental jumping patterns 
young children should have frequent opportunities 
to practice. The patterns are: 

Bend knees 

Swing arms forward 

Land both feet at the same time 

Balance landing 

The cues for development of skill in jumping and 
landing (two -foot take-o� to a two-foot landing): 



     

Developing Agility  (Tracked during Amaven 
Assessments – 5:10:5 Agility Challenge) 

Physical Education Progression of Skills, 
Competencies and Knowledge  

Agility is the bodies ability to change direction, at speed, whilst maintaining balance.  

Developing agility should be an on-going process and can be achieved by simply 
delivering a broad and varied curriculum to a good standard.  

Further Ideas on how to develop agility would include, using SAQ equipment, 
playing tag games, playing invasion sports, playing dodgeball etc.  

Get into a position to catch, by tracking the ball.  

Hands should be in the ready position at all times (out 
in front with fingers pointing at the ball. 

Assess the height of the ball. (Fingers point high to 
catch a high ball (thumbs together) and low for a low 
ball (little fingers together)  

Basic Key Points for Catching 

Soft Hands 

Close your grip on the ball on contact (hands should be 
the same shape as the balls) 

Secure the ball (make sure it is safe once you have 
caught it) 

Mastering Catching 

Year 3

Provide Children with lots of opportunities to practice through a wide and varied curriculum. Opportunities to practice 
catching techniques include, but are not exclusive to, Netball, Basketball, Rugby, Cricket, Rounders, and, Dodgeball. 

Developing Balance (Tracked during Amaven 
Assessments – Broad Jump) 

Developing Coordination  

Agility is the bodies ability to stay upright or stay in control of body movement 

Developing balance should be an on-going process and can be achieved by simply 
delivering a broad and varied curriculum to a good standard.  

However, developing balance can also be a focus of Gymnastics, learning to stand 
on one foot, learning to hold different shapes and learning to have good control of 
your body. (Sticking) Landing properly after a jump with good control is also a good 
way to develop balance. 

Coordination is the ability to move two or more body parts under control, smoothly 
and efficiently. 

Developing balance should be an on-going process and can be achieved by simply 
delivering a broad and varied curriculum to a good standard.  

Coordination can be developed by focussing on developing fundamental skills in 
isolation and in combination.  

Further ideas involve the use of cross lateral movements. 
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Developing strength should be an on-going process and can be achieved by simply 
delivering a broad and varied curriculum to a good standard.  

Gymnastics will support children in holding their body and body weight.  

Invasion sports like football will support children in making safe controlled contact 
with others and remaining on their feet and in control.  

Year 3

Develop Strength (Tracked during Amaven
Assessments – Hopping Challenge)  

Developing core strength through delivering a broad and varied curriculum to a 
good standard will also support the development of flexibility in the Under 10’s 

Whilst ensuring children warm up and cool down, include the use of stretching and 
explain to the children why this is important in later life.  

Develop Flexibility  (Tracked during 
Amaven Assessments – Sit and Reach Challenge) 

Create fluent movement 
patterns using precision and 
control through Dance  

Develop Control 

Know the difference between attack 
and defence.  

Pass, receive and travel with a ball 
with some control and accuracy 

With guidance, begin to use basic 
attacking and defending skills such 
as marking, dodging and intercept-
ing 

Know what they and their team 
need to do to keep possession and 
contribute to this occasionally 

Follow rules in simple invasion 
games.  

Know some of the basic principles of 
invasion games 

Recognise and begin to apply basic 
attacking skills such as dodging, with 
some success.  

Recognise and begin to apply basic 
defending skills such as marking and 
intercepting, with some success.  

Pass, receive and travel with a ball in 
a variety of ways with increasing 
control and accuracy 

Identify and use tactics to help 
themselves and their team keep 
possession of the ball 

Use space well to pass and receive 
the ball.  

Understand and consistently apply 
basic principles of invasion games 

Use a range of attacking and 
defending skills during team games 
appropriately. 

Know when to pass or dribble 
with the ball and use a variety 
if techniques with control and 
accuracy.  

Read the game to be able to 
intercept effectively 

Use space effectively and intention-
ally 

Work effectively as part of a team.

All children in Year 3 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  Some children will be able to;  

Play in competitive team sports that include attacking 
and defending principles where children can develop simple 
and tactics and strategies to help them succeed 
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Dance with simple movement patterns 

Use the skill of improvisation, 
responding to a stimulus (such as 
music) 

Change their movements according 
to different stimuli 

Combine and link a small number of 
movement phrases and patterns 

Work cooperatively with a partner 
and in a small group 

Begin to see strength and areas to 
improve 

Use movements to tell a narrative 

Combine and link increasing 
numbers of movement phrases and 
patterns 

Create fluent movement patterns 
using precision and control.  

Show an awareness of other 
movements responding accordingly 
with their own movements 

Develop dance motifs by adapting 
original ideas to vary the levels 
methods of travel, speed, repeating 
movements and experimenting with 
different dynamics  

Take responsibility of their own skill 
progressions by suggesting ways to 
make activities more challenging.  

All children in Year 3 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  Some children will be able to;  

Take part in Outdoor and Adventurous Activity 

Explain what teamwork involves and 
demonstrate some teamwork skills 
to help achieve the goal 

Understand what effective commu-
nication involves and demonstrate 
verbal and non-verbal methods of 
communication with some success 
during team activities 

Follow multistep instructions with 
support when necessary 

With guidance, identify the problem 
and possible solutions to solve it.  

Mostly cooperate with others to 
solve the problem demonstrating, 
demonstrating some effective 
teamwork skills.  

Understand and sometimes use 
directional language to navigate 
others with some success.  

Follow directions given to them with 
some support 

With support, can give directions 
using appropriate terminology 

Understand the concept of a map 
and use a key and symbols on a 
simple map with support if neces-
sary 

Orientate a map, with support if 
necessary 

Know the meaning of some 
common map symbols 

Identify and demonstrate a range of 
effective teamwork skills to achieve 
the goals  

Understand, recognise and demon-
strate verbal and non-verbal 
methods of communication effec-
tively during team activities 

Follow multi-step instructions using 
strategies to aid them.  

Identify the problem and come up 
with possible solutions and a plan of 
action to solve them.  

Demonstrate a range of effective 
teamwork skills to solve a range of 
problems 

Understand and use directional 
language to effectively navigate 
others. 

Follow the directions given to them 
with success 

Give easy – to – follow directions 
using appropriate terminology  

Understand the concept of a map 
and use a key and symbols on a 
simple map 

Orientate a map 

Know the meaning of a range of 
common map symbols 

Understand and can talk about what 
orienteering involves and know a 
range of different orienteering 
symbols. 

Demonstrate excellent teamwork 
skills and be instrumental in helping 
their team to achieve the goals 

Verbally communicate ideas clearly 
and concisely, show excellent 
listening skills and communicate 
skilfully using non-verbal methods 

Confidently and effectively follow 
multistep instructions 

Help others identify a problem 
suggesting a range of possible 
solutions and appropriate plan of 
action and be instrumental in 
successfully solving it.  

Demonstrate an excellent under-
standing of directional language, 
using it to effectively navigate others 

Confidently follow directions given 
with success.   

Navigate others safely and effective-
ly by giving clear and precise 
directions using appropriate 
terminology.  

Confidently read and follow a range 
of simple maps and support others 
in their map reading, such as using a 
key 

Confidently orientate a map, 
supporting others to do so when 
necessary 

Know the symbols including some 
additional symbols not featured in 
lessons resource 

Have a very good understanding of 
what orienteering involves and 
know a range of different orienteer-
ing symbols, including the colours.  

All children in Year 3 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  Some children will be able to;  
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Swim using a range of strokes at least 25m 

Swim competently, confidently and proficiently over a distance of at least 25 metres 

Use a range of strokes effectively 

Perform safe self-rescue in different water-based situations.

Evaluate your own performance in PE and give 
suggestions for improvements and highlight strengths 

Know what they and their team need to do to keep possession and contribute to 
this occasionally (Through Team Games) 

Begin to see strength and areas to improve 

Take responsibility of their own skill progressions 
by suggesting ways to make activities more 
challenging. (Through Dance etc) 

Allow all children the opportunity 
to take part in the leadership of 
sport and PE in school

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of 
the reasons for warming up and cooling down 

Identify how specific activity affects their body.  

Other



     

Look where you are running/Scan for spaces if 
required 

Use your arms to help you balance, and drive you 
forwards.  

Keep your hands and shoulders relaxed 

Check your posture, keep your back straight.  

Arms move up and down, not across your body.  

Run on balls of your feet 

Small quick steps to build speed 

Drive your knees high  

Elongate the stride to maintain speed 

Provide Children with lots of 
opportunities to practice 
through a wide and varied 
curriculum, technique of 
running can be developed 
easily during Athletic activities 
but shouldn’t be ignored in 
activities such as Football, 
Rugby, Hockey, Gymnastics, 
Cricket etc.  

Provide Children with lots of opportunities to practice through a wide and varied curriculum. Opportunities to 
practice Throwing techniques include, but are not exclusive to, Netball, Basketball, Rugby, Cricket, Rounders, 

Athletics, and Dodgeball.  

Provide Children with lots of opportunities to practice through a wide and varied curriculum, technique of jumping is 
most easily taught during athletic events and gymnastics. However, there are lots of other opportunities that should not 

be missed, e.g. Jumping to save or head a ball in football. Jump shots in Basketball, dodging in dodgeball etc.  

Most of the children should be able to;  

Mastering Running 

Take off  

Flight  

Landing  

Jumping should be broken 
down into three successive phases: 

Two-foot take-off to a one-foot landing 

Two-foot take-off to a two-foot landing 

One-foot take-off to a landing on the same 
foot (hop) 

One-foot take-off to a landing on the other 
foot (leap) 

One-foot take-off to a two-foot landing 

Mastering Jumping 

Fundamental Movement Skills  
Children in Year 3-6 should attempt to master basic fundamental movement skills, such as running, jumping 
throwing and catching. Children in Key Stage 2 should look to develop the skills learnt in Key Stage 1 and should 
also look at using these skills in di�ering contexts to meet the needs of di�erent sports, games and activities.  

Physical Education Progression of Skills, 
Competencies and Knowledge  Year 4

Stand straight upright, ball in your throwing hand, facing 
your target. 

If you are throwing with your right hand, turn sideways 90 
degrees to your right (reposition your feet so you are 
standing sideways to your target). 

If you are throwing with your left hand, turn sideways 90 
degrees to your left (reposition your feet so you are stand-
ing sideways to your target). 

Make sure your feet are shoulder-width apart. 

Basic Key Points for Throwing 

Lift your non-throwing arm to “point” at your target and 
shift your weight to your back foot. 

Lift your throwing hand so the ball is near your ear (right 
ear if you are throwing with your right hand, left ear if you 
are throwing with your left hand). 

You are ready to throw. 

In one motion, shift your weight to your front foot, drop 
your pointing arm, and twist your torso as you bring your 
throwing arm over your shoulder to release the ball at your 
target.

Mastering Throwing 

There are �ve basic fundamental jumping patterns 
young children should have frequent opportunities 
to practice. The patterns are: 

Bend knees 

Swing arms forward 

Land both feet at the same time 

Balance landing 

The cues for development of skill in jumping and 
landing (two-foot take-o� to a two-foot landing): 

Fundamental Movement Skills  
Children in Year 3-6 should attempt to master basic fundamental movement skills, such as running, jumping 
throwing and catching. Children in Key Stage 2 should look to develop the skills learnt in Key Stage 1 and should 
also look at using these skills in di�ering contexts to meet the needs of di�erent sports, games and activities.  



     

Developing Agility  (Tracked during Amaven 
Assessments – 5:10:5 Agility Challenge) 

Physical Education Progression of Skills, 
Competencies and Knowledge  

Agility is the bodies ability to change direction, at speed, whilst maintaining balance.  

Developing agility should be an on-going process and can be achieved by simply 
delivering a broad and varied curriculum to a good standard.  

Further Ideas on how to develop agility would include, using SAQ equipment, 
playing tag games, playing invasion sports, playing dodgeball etc.

Get into a position to catch, by tracking the ball.  

Hands should be in the ready position at all times (out 
in front with fingers pointing at the ball. 

Assess the height of the ball. (Fingers point high to 
catch a high ball (thumbs together) and low for a low 
ball (little fingers together) 

Basic Key Points for Catching 

Soft Hands 

Close your grip on the ball on contact (hands should be 
the same shape as the balls) 

Secure the ball (make sure it is safe once you have 
caught it) 

Mastering Catching 

Provide Children with lots of opportunities to practice through a wide and varied curriculum. Opportunities to practice 
catching techniques include, but are not exclusive to, Netball, Basketball, Rugby, Cricket, Rounders, and, Dodgeball. 

Developing Balance (Tracked during Amaven 
Assessments – Broad Jump) 

Developing Coordination  

Agility is the bodies ability to stay upright or stay in control of body movement 

Developing balance should be an on-going process and can be achieved by simply 
delivering a broad and varied curriculum to a good standard.  

However, developing balance can also be a focus of Gymnastics, learning to stand 
on one foot, learning to hold different shapes and learning to have good control of 
your body. (Sticking) Landing properly after a jump with good control is also a good 
way to develop balance. 

Coordination is the ability to move two or more body parts under control, smoothly 
and efficiently. 

Developing balance should be an on-going process and can be achieved by simply 
delivering a broad and varied curriculum to a good standard.  

Coordination can be developed by focussing on developing fundamental skills in 
isolation and in combination.  

Further ideas involve the use of cross lateral movements.

Year 4



     Physical Education Progression of Skills, 
Competencies and Knowledge  

Developing strength should be an on-going process and can be achieved by simply 
delivering a broad and varied curriculum to a good standard.  

Gymnastics will support children in holding their body and body weight.  

Invasion sports like football will support children in making safe controlled contact 
with others and remaining on their feet and in control.  

Develop Strength (Tracked during Amaven Assessments – Hopping Challenge)  

Developing core strength through delivering a 
broad and varied curriculum to a good standard 
will also support the development of flexibility in 
the Under 10’s 

Whilst ensuring children warm up and cool down, 
include the use of stretching and explain to the 
children why this is important in later life.

Develop Flexibility  (Tracked during 
Amaven Assessments – Sit and Reach Challenge) Create fluent movement 

patterns using precision and 
control through Dance  

Develop Control 

Move in multiple directions in 
isolation and sometimes in a game 
situation 

Use the basic skill of dodging, 
including fake dodging, in isolation 
and sometimes in a game situation 

Dribble a ball using different 
techniques (Hockey, Football, 
Basketball) and occasionally look up 

Pass the ball with some control and 
accuracy 

Receive a ball directly to them 
demonstrating some control 

Mark an opposition player with 
some success in a game 

Show understanding of what it 
means to intercept the ball and 
demonstrate they are able to get 
into a position to be able to 
intercept a pass.  

Demonstrate and understanding of 
the job of the goalkeeper and show 
some skills and strategies to prevent 
a goal being scored 

Occasionally contribute to the 
success of their team in attack and 
defence 

Show an understanding of what is 
involved in being part of a team 

Follow rules in simple invasion 
games 

Evaluate their own and other 
performance 

Move in multiple directions with 
game situation  

Change direction quickly (dodge) 
and feint a move, using a low body 
position using a low body position 
and apply this with some success in 
a game situation 

Dribble with the ball using different 
techniques, demonstrating control 
and speed.  

Look up when dribbling while 
keeping good control of the ball 

Pass the ball with control and 
accuracy over a range of distances. 

Receive a ball that is passed to them 
with good control 

Make an opposition player with 
success in a game. Position them-
selves to see the player and ball at 
the same time.  

Anticipate where and when the ball 
will be passed and get into a 
position to be able intercept.  

Regularly contribute to their team in 
attack and defence 

Move with agility and speed and 
apply it effectively in a game 
situation.   

Feint and dodge, using good 
footwork and the correct body 
position and apply the skill effective-
ly in a game situation.  

Confidently dribble with the ball 
using a range of techniques demon-
strating control, fluency and speed.  

Look up and change speed and 
direction whilst keeping good 
control of the ball.  

Use both feet to pass the ball with 
control and accuracy and vary the 
weight of the pass according to 
distance.  

Take two touches to receive and 
pass the ball with excellent control 
and accuracy 

Mark an opposition player so they 
cannot contribute in the game 
effectively.  

Read the game to make intercep-
tions.  

List and perform more complex 
Goalkeeping skills such as, ready 
position, good reactions, quick feet 
etc.  

Demonstrate excellent teamwork 
and sportsmanship 

All children in Year 4 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  Some children will be able to;  

Year 4

Play in competitive team sports that include attacking and defending prin-
ciples where children can develop simple and tactics and strategies to 
help them succeed 



Year 1      Physical Education Progression of Skills, 
Competencies and Knowledge  

Dance with a range of movement patterns 

Use the skill of improvisation, 
responding to a stimulus (such as 
music) 

Change their movements according 
to different stimuli 

Combine and link a small number of 
movement phrases and patterns 

Work cooperatively with a partner 
and in a small group 

Demonstrate a range of dance 
techniques, such as unison, canon 
repetition 

Combine and link an increasing 
number of movements and patterns 

Respond and react accordingly to 
their partners/group members 
dance movements 

Incorporate a range of dance 
techniques into a dance motifs. 

Develop dance motifs by adapting 
original ideas to vary the levels 
methods of travel, speed, repeating 
movements and experimenting with 
different dynamics  

Take responsibility of their own skill 
progressions by suggesting ways to 
make activities more challenging.  

All children in Year 4 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  Some children will be able to;  

Take part in Outdoor and Adventurous Activity 

Follow a map with a degree of 
confidence  

Work well in a team 

Know what equipment they need for 
their activities

Begin to follow a map within a 
familiar space 

Work well with a team and begin to 
show leadership qualities 

Be aware of how the conditions 
may affect the courses they are 
completing.

Follow a map to move around a less 
familiar space.  

Follow a map with increasing 
accuracy and confidence, within a 
set time limit 

Be able to bring the correct equip-
ment for the activity.  

Show leadership skills with growing 
confidence 

Be aware of dangers presented by 
weather conditions and be able to 
explain what they do with different 
sitations.

All children in Year 4 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  Some children will be able to;  

Allow all children the opportunity 
to take part in the leadership of 
sport and PE in school

Year 4

Swim using a range of 
strokes at least 25m 

Evaluate your own performance in 
PE and give suggestions for 
improvements and highlight strengths 

Swim competently, confidently and proficiently over a 
distance of at least 25 metres 

Use a range of strokes effectively 

Perform safe self-rescue in different water-based 
situations

Know what they and their team need to do to keep 
possession and contribute to this occasionally (Through 
Team Games) 

Begin to see strength and areas to improve 

By The End of Key Stage 2 

Other
Take responsibility of their own skill progressions by 
suggesting ways to make activities more challenging.  

Take responsibility of their own skill progressions by 
suggesting ways to make activities more challenging. 
(Through Dance etc) 

Be able to bring the correct equipment for the activity. 

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the 
reasons for warming up and cooling down 

Explain why exercise is good for their health 



     

Fundamental Movement Skills  
Children in Year 3-6 should attempt to master basic fundamental movement skills, such as running, jumping 
throwing and catching. Children in Key Stage 2 should look to develop the skills learnt in Key Stage 1 and should 
also look at using these skills in di�ering contexts to meet the needs of di�erent sports, games and activities.  

Look where you are running/Scan for spaces if 
required 

Use your arms to help you balance, and drive you 
forwards.  

Keep your hands and shoulders relaxed 

Check your posture, keep your back straight.  

Arms move up and down, not across your body.  

Run on balls of your feet 

Small quick steps to build speed 

Drive your knees high  

Elongate the stride to maintain speed

Provide Children with lots of 
opportunities to practice 
through a wide and varied 
curriculum, technique of 
running can be developed 
easily during Athletic activities 
but shouldn’t be ignored in 
activities such as Football, 
Rugby, Hockey, Gymnastics, 
Cricket etc

Provide Children with lots of opportunities to practice through a wide and varied curriculum. Opportunities to 
practice Throwing techniques include, but are not exclusive to, Netball, Basketball, Rugby, Cricket, Rounders, 

Athletics, and Dodgeball.

Provide Children with lots of opportunities to practice through a wide and varied curriculum, technique of jumping is 
most easily taught during athletic events and gymnastics. However, there are lots of other opportunities that should not 

be missed, e.g. Jumping to save or head a ball in football. Jump shots in Basketball, dodging in dodgeball etc.  

Most of the children should be able to;  

Mastering Running 

Take off  

Flight  

Landing

Jumping should be broken 
down into three successive phases: 

Two-foot take-off to a one-foot landing 

Two-foot take-off to a two foot landing 

One foot  take-off to a landing on the same 
foot (hop) 

One foot  take-off to a landing on the other 
foot (leap) 

One-foot take-off to a two-foot landing 

Mastering Jumping 

Physical Education Progression of Skills, 
Competencies and Knowledge  Year 5

Stand straight upright, ball in your throwing hand, facing 
your target. 

If you are throwing with your right hand, turn sideways 90 
degrees to your right (reposition your feet so you are 
standing sideways to your target). 

If you are throwing with your left hand, turn sideways 90 
degrees to your left (reposition your feet so you are stand-
ing sideways to your target). 

Make sure your feet are shoulder-width apart. 

Basic Key Points for Throwing 

Lift your non-throwing arm to “point” at your target and 
shift your weight to your back foot. 

Lift your throwing hand so the ball is near your ear (right 
ear if you are throwing with your right hand, left ear if you 
are throwing with your left hand). 

You are ready to throw. 

In one motion, shift your weight to your front foot, drop 
your pointing arm, and twist your torso as you bring your 
throwing arm over your shoulder to release the ball at your 
target. 

Mastering Throwing 

There are �ve basic fundamental jumping patterns 
young children should have frequent opportunities 
to practice. The patterns are: 

Bend knees 

Swing arms forward 

Land both feet at the same time 

Balance landing 

The cues for development of skill in jumping and 
landing (two-foot take-o� to a two-foot landing): 



     

Developing Agility  (Tracked during Amaven 
Assessments – 5:10:5 Agility Challenge) 

Physical Education Progression of Skills, 
Competencies and Knowledge  

Agility is the bodies ability to change direction, at speed, whilst maintaining balance.  

Developing agility should be an on-going process and can be achieved by simply 
delivering a broad and varied curriculum to a good standard.  

Further Ideas on how to develop agility would include, using SAQ equipment, 
playing tag games, playing invasion sports, playing dodgeball etc.

Get into a position to catch, by tracking the ball.  

Hands should be in the ready position at all times (out 
in front with fingers pointing at the ball. 

Assess the height of the ball. (Fingers point high to 
catch a high ball (thumbs together) and low for a low 
ball (little fingers together)  

Basic Key Points for Catching 

Soft Hands 

Close your grip on the ball on contact (hands should be 
the same shape as the balls) 

Secure the ball (make sure it is safe once you have 
caught it) 

Mastering Catching 

Provide Children with lots of opportunities to practice through a wide and varied curriculum. Opportunities to practice 
catching techniques include, but are not exclusive to, Netball, Basketball, Rugby, Cricket, Rounders, and, Dodgeball.

Developing Balance (Tracked during Amaven 
Assessments – Broad Jump) 

Developing Coordination  

Agility is the bodies ability to stay upright or stay in control of body movement 

Developing balance should be an on-going process and can be achieved by simply 
delivering a broad and varied curriculum to a good standard.  

However, developing balance can also be a focus of Gymnastics, learning to stand 
on one foot, learning to hold different shapes and learning to have good control of 
your body. (Sticking) Landing properly after a jump with good control is also a good 
way to develop balance. 

Coordination is the ability to move two or more body parts under control, smoothly 
and efficiently. 

Developing balance should be an on-going process and can be achieved by simply 
delivering a broad and varied curriculum to a good standard.  

Coordination can be developed by focussing on developing fundamental skills in 
isolation and in combination.  

Further ideas involve the use of cross lateral movements.

Year 5



     Physical Education Progression of Skills, 
Competencies and Knowledge  

Developing strength should be an on-going process and can be achieved by simply 
delivering a broad and varied curriculum to a good standard.  

Gymnastics will support children in holding their body and body weight.  

Invasion sports like football will support children in making safe controlled contact 
with others and remaining on their feet and in control.  

Develop Strength (Tracked during Amaven Assessments – Hopping Challenge)  

Developing core strength through delivering a 
broad and varied curriculum to a good standard 
will also support the development of flexibility in 
the Under 10’s 

Whilst ensuring children warm up and cool down, 
include the use of stretching and explain to the 
children why this is important in later life.  

Develop Flexibility  (Tracked during 
Amaven Assessments – Sit and Reach Challenge) Create fluent movement 

patterns using precision and 
control through Dance.  

Develop Control 

Pass receive and dribble in different 
ways with some control and accura-
cy 

Begin to find space in a game 

Apply a few skills and techniques 
with some consistency 

Know about some tactics for 
attacking with support and apply 
them. E.g. when to pass and when 
to dribble.  

Know about some tactics for 
defending e.g. when to mark and 
delay and when to tackle 

Know what needs to be done to 
keep possession 

Pass receive and dribble in different 
ways with some control and accura-
cy, show two touch passing in 
Football 

Use space well to receive a ball 

Apply skills and techniques with 
some consistency to more than one 
type of invasion game.  

Explain the effect that using a 
particular skill or technique has had 
on their performance 

Begin to choose the best techniques 
for the correct situations in attack 
and defence 

Begin to use criteria to evaluate 
performance of themselves and 
others.  

Use space effectively and intention-
ally to keep possession of the ball 

Select and apply a range of skills for 
attacking and defending consistently 
and with success over a range of 
invasion games 

Explain why they have used a 
particular skill and how it has 
impacted on the game.

All children in Year 5 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  Some children will be able to;  

Dance with a range of movement patterns 

Copy and perform a simple dance 
phrase 

Change their movements according 
to different stimuli 

Combine and link a small number if 
movement phrases and patterns 

Demonstrate a range of dance 
techniques, such as unison, canon 
repetition 

Combine and link an increasing 
number of movement phrases and 
patterns 

Respond and react accordingly to 
their partners/group members 
dance movements 

Use movement to create a narrative 

Incorporate a range of dance 
techniques to create a topic themed 
phrase. 

Develop dance motifs by adapting 
original ideas to vary the levels 
methods of travel, speed, repeating 
movements and experimenting with 
different dynamics  

Take responsibility of their own skill 
progressions by suggesting ways to 
make activities more challenging. 

All children in Year 5 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  Some children will be able to;  

Play in competitive team sports that include attacking and defending 
principles where children can develop simple and tactics and strategies to 
help them succeed 

Year 5



Year 1      Physical Education Progression of Skills, 
Competencies and Knowledge  

Take part in Outdoor and Adventurous Activity 

Show increased water competence 
when performing and developing 
basic survival skills  

Plan and organise a simple orien-
teering trail using a variety of map 
reading and compass skills  

Make more complex route choices  

Develop skills in unfamiliar and 
varying terrain  

Apply the skills and safety require-
ments for survival in an outdoor 
environment  

Devise appropriate responses to 
challenges and tasks and adapt to 
changing circumstances  

Accept responsibility for personal 
and group safety 

Make informed judgements about 
their own and other performances 
and use this to improve the quality 
and variety of their own work using 
an increasingly wider range of 
subject vocabulary. 

Record, view and evaluate their own 
performances independently

All children in Year 5 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  Some children will be able to;  

Allow all children the opportunity 
to take part in the leadership of 
sport and PE in school

Swim using a range of 
strokes at least 25m 

Evaluate your own performance in 
PE and give suggestions for 
improvements and highlight strengths 

Swim competently, confidently and proficiently over a 
distance of at least 25 metres 

Use a range of strokes effectively 

Perform safe self-rescue in different water-based situa-
tions. 

Know what they and their team need to do to keep 
possession and contribute to this occasionally (Through 
Team Games) 

Begin to see strength and areas to improve 

By The End of Key Stage 2 

Other
Take responsibility of their own skill progressions by 
suggesting ways to make activities more challenging.  

Take responsibility of their own skill progressions by 
suggesting ways to make activities more challenging. 
(Through Dance etc) 

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the 
reasons for warming up and cooling down 

Year 5



     

Fundamental Movement Skills  
Children in Year 3-6 should attempt to master basic fundamental movement skills, such as running, jumping 
throwing and catching. Children in Key Stage 2 should look to develop the skills learnt in Key Stage 1 and should 
also look at using these skills in di�ering contexts to meet the needs of di�erent sports, games and activities.  

Look where you are running/Scan for spaces if 
required 

Use your arms to help you balance, and drive you 
forwards.  

Keep your hands and shoulders relaxed 

Check your posture, keep your back straight.  

Arms move up and down, not across your body.  

Run on balls of your feet 

Small quick steps to build speed 

Drive your knees high  

Elongate the stride to maintain speed 

Provide Children with lots of 
opportunities to practice 
through a wide and varied 
curriculum, technique of 
running can be developed 
easily during Athletic activities 
but shouldn’t be ignored in 
activities such as Football, 
Rugby, Hockey, Gymnastics, 
Cricket etc.  

Provide Children with opportunities to practice through a wide and varied curriculum. 
Practice throwing techniques include, but are not exclusive to, Netball, Basketball, 

Rugby, Cricket, Rounders, Athletics and Dodgeball.  

Provide Children with lots of opportunities to practice through a wide and varied curriculum, technique of jumping is 
most easily taught during athletic events and gymnastics. However, there are lots of other opportunities that should not 

be missed, e.g. Jumping to save or head a ball in football. Jump shots in Basketball, dodging in dodgeball etc.

Most of the children should be able to;  

Mastering Running 

Take off  

Flight  

Landing

Jumping should be broken 
down into three successive phases: 

wo-foot take-off to a one-foot landing 

Two-foot take-off to a two-foot landing 

One-foot take-off to a landing on the same 
foot (hop) 

One-foot take-off to a landing on the other 
foot (leap) 

One-foot take-off to a two-foot landing 

Mastering Jumping 

Physical Education Progression of Skills, 
Competencies and Knowledge  Year 6

Stand straight upright, ball in your throwing hand, facing 
your target. 

If you are throwing with your right hand, turn sideways 90 
degrees to your right (reposition your feet so you are 
standing sideways to your target). 

If you are throwing with your left hand, turn sideways 90 
degrees to your left (reposition your feet so you are stand-
ing sideways to your target). 

Make sure your feet are shoulder-width apart.

Basic Key Points for Throwing 

Lift your non-throwing arm to “point” at your target and 
shift your weight to your back foot. 

Lift your throwing hand so the ball is near your ear (right 
ear if you are throwing with your right hand, left ear if you 
are throwing with your left hand). 

You are ready to throw. 

In one motion, shift your weight to your front foot, drop 
your pointing arm, and twist your torso as you bring your 
throwing arm over your shoulder to release the ball at your 
target. 

Mastering Throwing 

There are �ve basic fundamental jumping patterns 
young children should have frequent opportunities 
to practice. The patterns are: 

Bend knees 

Swing arms forward 

Land both feet at the same time 

Balance landing 

The cues for development of skill in jumping and 
landing (two-foot take-o� to a two-foot landing): 



     

Developing Agility  (Tracked during Amaven 
Assessments – 5:10:5 Agility Challenge) 

Physical Education Progression of Skills, 
Competencies and Knowledge  

Agility is the bodies ability to change direction, at speed, whilst maintaining balance.  

Developing agility should be an on-going process and can be achieved by simply 
delivering a broad and varied curriculum to a good standard.  

Further Ideas on how to develop agility would include, using SAQ equipment, 
playing tag games, playing invasion sports, playing dodgeball etc.  

Get into a position to catch, by tracking the ball.  

Hands should be in the ready position at all times (out 
in front with fingers pointing at the ball. 

Assess the height of the ball. (Fingers point high to 
catch a high ball (thumbs together) and low for a low 
ball (little fingers together)  

Basic Key Points for Catching 

Soft Hands 

Close your grip on the ball on contact (hands should be 
the same shape as the balls) 

Secure the ball (make sure it is safe once you have 
caught it) 

Mastering Catching 

Provide Children with lots of opportunities to practice through a wide and varied curriculum. Opportunities to practice 
catching techniques include, but are not exclusive to, Netball, Basketball, Rugby, Cricket, Rounders, and, Dodgeball. 

Developing Balance (Tracked during Amaven 
Assessments – Broad Jump) 

Developing Coordination  

Agility is the bodies ability to stay upright or stay in control of body movement 

Developing balance should be an on-going process and can be achieved by simply 
delivering a broad and varied curriculum to a good standard.  

However, developing balance can also be a focus of Gymnastics, learning to stand 
on one foot, learning to hold different shapes and learning to have good control of 
your body. (Sticking) Landing properly after a jump with good control is also a good 
way to develop balance.

Coordination is the ability to move two or more body parts under control, smoothly 
and efficiently. 
 
Developing balance should be an on-going process and can be achieved by simply 
delivering a broad and varied curriculum to a good standard.  

Coordination can be developed by focussing on developing fundamental skills in 
isolation and in combination.  

Further ideas involve the use of cross lateral movements.

Year 6



     Physical Education Progression of Skills, 
Competencies and Knowledge  

Developing strength should be an on-going process and can be achieved by simply 
delivering a broad and varied curriculum to a good standard.  

Gymnastics will support children in holding their body and body weight.  

Invasion sports like football will support children in making safe controlled contact 
with others and remaining on their feet and in control.  

Develop Strength (Tracked during Amaven Assessments – Hopping Challenge)  

Developing core strength through delivering a 
broad and varied curriculum to a good standard 
will also support the development of flexibility in 
the Under 10’s 

Whilst ensuring children warm up and cool down, 
include the use of stretching and explain to the 
children why this is important in later life.  

Develop Flexibility  (Tracked during 
Amaven Assessments – Sit and Reach Challenge) Create fluent movement 

patterns using precision and 
control through Dance.  

Develop Control 

Move with the ball using the correct 
technique in on or more invasion 
games with increasing speed and 
control including changing direction.  

Pass and receive the ball using the 
correct technique in on or more 
invasion games with increasing 
speed and control and accuracy 

Begin linking together different skills 
in a game with some fluency and 
success.  

Begin demonstrating awareness of 
speed in a game 

Create rules to play a new game 
successfully 

Demonstrate knowledge of attack-
ing and defending principles, 
different skills and techniques and 
use them with some success. 

Move with the ball using the correct 
technique in at least two invasion 
games with increasing speed and 
control including changing direction.  

Pass and receive the ball using the 
correct technique in at least two 
invasion games with increasing 
speed and control and accuracy 

Link together different skills in a 
game with some fluency and 
success.  

Use space well to pass and receive a 
ball 

Create a new game following criteria 
and explain it to others 

Begin to choose and apply appropri-
ate skills and techniques when 
attacking and defending 

Show confidence when moving with 
the ball using the correct technique 
in at least two invasion games with 
increasing speed and control 
including changing direction.  

Choose the best pass to make in a 
game situation and execute it with 
accuracy and precision 

Link together different skills in a 
game consistently and effectively, 
such as passing the ball on the 
move.  

Use space effectively and intention-
ally to help keep possession of the 
ball.  

Take the leading role in creating a 
complex invasion games and 
support others to do so.  

Select and apply knowledge of skills 
and techniques for attacking and 
defending in a range of invasion 
games.  

Thoroughly evaluate their own and 
others work suggesting thoughtful 
and appropriate improvements. 

All children in Year 6 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  Some children will be able to;  

Play in competitive team sports that include attacking and defending 
principles where children can develop simple and tactics and strategies to 
help them succeed 

Year 6



Year 1      Physical Education Progression of Skills, 
Competencies and Knowledge  

Dance with a range of movement patterns 

Copy and perform a simple dance 
phrase 

Change their movements according 
to different stimuli 

Combine and link a small number if 
movement phrases and patterns 

Demonstrate a range of dance 
techniques, such as isolation, tempo 
& repetition 

Combine and link an increasing 
number of movement phrases and 
patterns, both individually and 
within a pair or group 

Create movements in response to 
different sounds 

Respond and react accordingly to 
their partners/group members 
dance movements 

Clearly create movements to 
represent an idea 

Use movement to create a narrative 

Incorporate a range of dance 
techniques to create a topic themed 
phrase. 

Listen to, and respond accordingly, 
to advice from others as to how to 
improve their performance. 

Develop dance motifs by adapting 
original ideas to vary the levels 
methods of travel, speed, repeating 
movements and experimenting with 
different dynamics  

Take responsibility of their own skill 
progressions by suggesting ways to 
make activities more challenging. 

All children in Year 6 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  Some children will be able to;  

Take part in Outdoor and Adventurous Activity 

Show increasing control when 
performing more advanced survival 
skills  

Plan and navigate a variety of 
orienteering challenges using map 
reading and compass skills in 
unfamiliar settings  

Plan and undertake a journey in the 
outdoors  

Participate in the different types of 
orienteering courses in preparation 
for competition and participating in 
the sport of orienteering  

Plan and respond to more complex 
challenges in different environments 
and in unfamiliar circumstances  

Work with others to identify poten-
tial hazards and devise strategies to 
ensure that safe working practices 
and followed  

View and appraise their own and 
other performances with confidence 
using range of appropriate language

All children in Year 6 should be taught to;  Most of the children should be able to;  Some children will be able to;  

Allow all children the opportunity 
to take part in the leadership of 
sport and PE in school

Swim using a range of 
strokes at least 25m 

Evaluate your own performance in 
PE and give suggestions for 
improvements and highlight strengths 

Swim competently, confidently and proficiently over a 
distance of at least 25 metres 

Use a range of strokes effectively 

Perform safe self-rescue in different water-based situa-
tions

Know what they and their team need to do to keep 
possession and contribute to this occasionally (Through 
Team Games) 

Begin to see strength and areas to improve 

By The End of Key Stage 2 

Other

Take responsibility of their own skill progressions by 
suggesting ways to make activities more challenging. 
(Through Dance etc) 

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the 
reasons for warming up and cooling down 

Year 6
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